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Abstract
Existing methods for human motion from video predict 2D and 3D poses that are approximately accurate, but contain visible
errors that violate physical constraints, such as feet penetrating the ground and bodies leaning at extreme angles. We present
a physics-based method for inferring 3D human motion from video sequences that takes initial 2D and 3D pose estimates as
input. We first estimate ground contact timings with a neural network which is trained without hand-labeled data. A physicsbased trajectory optimization then solves for a physically-plausible motion, based on the inputs. We show this process produces
motions that are more realistic than those from purely kinematic methods for character animation from dynamic videos. A
detailed report that fully describes our method is available at geometry.stanford.edu/projects/human-dynamics-eccv-2020.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Computer vision problems; Motion capture;

1. Introduction
Recent methods for human pose estimation from monocular video
[BKL∗ 16, KBJM18, PCG∗ 19, XJS19] estimate accurate overall
body pose with small absolute differences from the true poses
in body-frame 3D coordinates. However, the recovered motions
in world-frame are visually and physically implausible in many
ways (see Fig. 1). These errors would prevent subsequent use of
the motion for computer animation which often depends on subtleties of pose [HMO12, RP03]. Physics-based trajectory optimization presents an appealing solution to these issues. Physics imposes
important constraints that are hard to express in pose space but
easy in terms of dynamics, for example, feet in static contact do
not move and the body moves smoothly. However, combined optimization of contact and full-body dynamics is notoriously difficult [SHP04], in part because contact is discontinuous, and the
number of possible contact events grows exponentially in time.
We introduce a new strategy for extracting dynamically valid
full-body motions from monocular video (Fig. 1), combining
learned pose estimation with physical reasoning through trajectory
optimization. As input, we use the results of kinematic pose estimation techniques [CHS∗ 19, XJS19], which produce accurate overall poses but inaccurate contacts and dynamics. Our method first
estimates foot contacts from 2D poses in the input video, which
are then used in a reduced-dimensional physics-based trajectory
optimization with simplified dynamics [DVT14, WBHB18]. This
allows us to separate initial contact estimation from motion optimization, making the optimization more tractable. We demonstrate
our method for character animation by retargeting captured motion
from videos of dance, walking, and sports to virtual characters.
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Figure 1: Our method corrects numerous physically implausible artifacts common in 3D human motion estimations from, e.g.,
Monocular Total Capture (MTC) [XJS19] such as foot floating (top
row), foot penetrations (middle), and unnatural leaning (bottom).
2. Physics-Based Motion Estimation
The core of our method (Fig. 2) is a physics-based trajectory optimization that enforces dynamics on the input motion. Foot contact
timings are estimated in a preprocess, along with other inputs to the
optimization. To recover full-body motion, we assume there is no
camera motion and that the full body is visible [LSC∗ 19, XJS19].
Trajectory Optimization. The trajectory optimization enforces dynamics on initial 3D motion and foot contact estimates. The goal
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Figure 2: Method overview. Given an input video, our method starts with initial estimates from existing pose methods. The lower-body 2D
joints are used to infer foot contacts (orange box). Inferred contacts and initial poses are used in a kinematic optimization that refines the
motion and fits the ground plane, followed by physics-based trajectory optimization.

Figure 4: Our method applied to multiple characters with varying
body masses and distributions. From left to right: Ybot (mass 73
kg), Ty (36.5 kg), and Skeleton Zombie (146 kg).

Figure 3: Input exercise video (top), output full-body motion (middle), and optimized COM trajectory and contact forces (bottom).
is to improve the plausibility of the motion by applying physical
reasoning through the objective and constraints. We aim to avoid
common perceptual errors, e.g., jittery, unnatural motion with feet
skating and ground penetration, by generating a smooth trajectory
with physically-valid momentum and static feet during contact.
Our method is based on a recent robot motion planning algorithm [WBHB18] and leverages a simplified dynamics model on
a reduced-dimensional body. It treats the subject as a rigid body
with a fixed mass and temporally-varying moment of inertia. The
optimization tries to match the input motion and foot contacts
while solving for (1) the position and rotation of the center-of-mass
(COM), (2) feet positions, (3) contact forces, and (4) contact durations. Contraints ensure that the motion follows rigid body mechanics, that feet are static and on the floor when in contact, and
that contact forces are reasonable.
Contact Estimation. Before physics-based optimization, we must
estimate when the subject’s feet are in contact with the ground
from an input video. These contacts are a target for the optimization objective. To do so, we train a neural network that takes estimated 2D lower-body joints from OpenPose [CHS∗ 19], and classifies whether the toe and heel of each foot are in contact with the
ground. Using 2D joint position features as input, rather than raw
video frames, allows us to train on synthetic data but then apply the
model to real inputs.
To learn this model, we generate synthetic data using motion

capture sequences. We obtained 65 mocap sequences for the 13
most human-like characters from www.mixamo.com, ranging
from dynamic dancing motions to idling, then automatically labeled foot contacts in each using 3D heuristics. These contacts are
used as supervision for the network. We render the motions on their
rigged characters and run OpenPose on the resulting videos to obtain the 2D skeleton which our model uses as input.
Kinematic Initialization. Along with contact labels, our physicsbased optimization requires as input a ground plane and initial trajectories for the COM, feet, and inertia tensor. For this, we compute
an initial 3D full-body motion from video. First, Monocular Total
Capture [XJS19] (MTC) is applied to the input video to obtain an
initial noisy 3D pose estimate for each frame. Next, we use a kinematic optimization to solve for an optimal root translation and joint
angles over time, along with parameters of the ground plane. The
objective contains terms to smooth the motion, ensure feet are stationary and on the ground when in contact, and to stay close to both
the 2D OpenPose and 3D MTC pose inputs.
3. Results
The contact estimation network achieves 94.1% accuracy on the
synthetic dataset and 93.5% on a set of 9 manually-annotated realworld videos. This enables successful physics-based optimization.
Fig. 3 shows qualitative results of character animation from a real
video using our entire pipeline. It faithfully reconstructs dynamic
motion with complex contact patterns in a physically accurate way.
The bottom row shows the outputs of the physics-based optimization stage of our method at multiple frames: the COM trajectory
and contact forces at the heel and toe of each foot. Fig. 4 shows
generalization to multiple characters.
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